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A Reduced-Function Allele Reveals That EARLY FLOWERING3
Repressive Action on the Circadian Clock Is Modulated by
Phytochrome Signals in Arabidopsis C W
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Arabidopsis thaliana EARLY FLOWERING3 (ELF3) is essential for the generation of circadian rhythms. ELF3 has been

proposed to restrict light signals to the oscillator through phytochrome photoreceptors, but that has not been explicitly

shown. Furthermore, the genetic action of ELF3 within the clock had remained elusive. Here, we report a functional

characterization of ELF3 through the analysis of the elf3-12 allele, which encodes an amino acid replacement in a conserved

domain. Circadian oscillations persisted, and unlike elf3 null alleles, elf3-12 resulted in a short circadian period only under

ambient light. The period shortening effect of elf3-12was enhanced by the overexpression of phytochromes phyA and phyB.

We found that elf3-12 was only modestly perturbed in resetting of the oscillator and in gating light-regulated gene

expression. Furthermore, elf3-12 essentially displayed wild-type development. We identified targets of ELF3 transcriptional

repression in the oscillator, highlighting the action at the morning gene PSEUDO-RESPONSE REGULATOR9. Taken

together, we identified two separable roles for ELF3, one affecting the circadian network and the other affecting light input

to the oscillator. This is consistent with a dual function of ELF3 as both an integrator of phytochrome signals and a

repressor component of the core oscillator.

INTRODUCTION

The plant circadian clock coordinates physiological and meta-

bolic processes by anticipating daily changes in the environ-

ment. Numerous cellular and physiological processes, including

transcript accumulation, hormone signaling, photosynthesis,

growth, and plant–pathogen interactions, are circadian regu-

lated (Davis and Millar, 2001; Hanano et al., 2006; Covington

et al., 2008; Michael et al., 2008; Roden and Ingle, 2009; Graf

et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011). Accordingly, plants with an

internal clock matching the diurnal cycle have been shown to

display enhanced growth, thus highlighting the contribution of

the clock to fitness (Dodd et al., 2005). The synchronization of

internal to external time is achieved by the perception of diurnal

light and temperature changes (Harmer, 2009), and these envi-

ronmental cues are termed zeitgebers (time givers). The zeitge-

bers, of which light is themajor signal, confer daily clock resetting

mainly at dawn, a process referred to as entrainment. It has been

proposed that the phytochrome (phy) photoreceptor family is

important in this process (Somers et al., 1998).

In Arabidopsis thaliana, a series of interconnected transcription-

translation feedback loops constitute a regulatory network of the

circadian clock. Several of these loops have been defined. The

Myb-like transcription factorsCIRCADIANCLOCKASSOCIATED1

(CCA1) and LATE ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL (LHY) peak in the

morning and antagonize the expression of the pseudo-response

regulator (PRR) TIMING OF CAB EXPRESSION1 (TOC1), which

thus peaks at night. These three genes are considered the core

loop of the oscillator (Alabadı́ et al., 2001; Locke et al., 2006;

Zeilinger et al., 2006; Ding et al., 2007a). Additional loops interlock

with this central loop. During the day, CCA1 and LHY promote the

expression of the TOC1-related PRR9 and PRR7 (Locke et al.,

2006; Zeilinger et al., 2006), whereas PRR9, PRR7, and PRR5

act sequentially to repressCCA1/LHY expression (Nakamichi et al.,

2010; Pokhilko et al., 2010). GIGANTEA (GI) is incorporated with

the unknown component Y in a feedback loop with TOC1 (Locke

et al., 2006). Additionally, the GARP transcription factor LUX

ARRHYTHMO (LUX)/PHYTOCLOCK (Hazen et al., 2005; Onai

and Ishiura, 2005) connects evening gene expression to the

PRR9/PRR7 morning loop, where LUX acts as a repressor

specifically targeting PRR9 (Helfer et al., 2011). This action is

similar to that of another evening gene, EARLY FLOWERING4
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(ELF4), which is a genetic repressor ofPRR9,PRR7, andGI (Kolmos

and Davis, 2007; McWatters et al., 2007; Kolmos et al., 2009).

ELF3 was the first plant clock gene described to possess the

zeitnehmer (time taker) function. The zeitnehmer concept is de-

fined as a circadian-controlled input pathway to the clock, a

feature that is also a clock-gating mechanism (McWatters et al.,

2000). The light- and circadian-regulated expression of ELF3, and

rapid dampening in constant darkness (DD), supported a light-

gating function of ELF3 (Liu et al., 2001). Studies performed with a

null elf3 allele revealed a gating defect in phase response assays,

where the acute activation of CHLOROPHYLL A/B BINDING2

(CAB2) expression by light was monitored over the 24-h cycle.

In the wild type, light-induced acute CAB2 expression occurs

during the subjective day, whereas in the elf3 mutant, light also

inducedCAB2 during the subjective night (McWatters et al., 2000;

Covington et al., 2001). Under diurnal cycles, one cycle could be

driven in elf3 (Hicks et al., 2001; Nozue et al., 2007), but under

constant conditions, the clock in elf3 mutants displayed arrhyth-

mia (Hicks et al., 2001; Thines and Harmon, 2010). Accordingly,

expression profiling revealed that elf3 had lost normal circadian

regulation of clock transcript accumulation. elf3was found to have

reduced expression of the morning genes CCA1 and LHY and a

high level of the evening genes GI and TOC1 under constant light

(LL) (Schaffer et al., 1998; Fowler et al., 1999; Alabadı́ et al., 2001;

Kikis et al., 2005). Thus,ELF3 represses light input to the clock and

acts during the night phase of the circadian cycle. It has also been

established that elf3 is defective in entrainment by temperature

cycles, and this demonstrates thatELF3 has a general role in clock

processes (Thines and Harmon, 2010). Notably, previous studies

described a strong hypomorphic allele elf3-7, which has some

limited oscillator function, especially after temperature entrain-

ment (McWatters et al., 2000; Reedet al., 2000). The residual ELF3

protein in elf3-7might represent aminimumamount necessary for

marginal clock function (McWatters et al., 2000; Reed et al., 2000;

Hicks et al., 2001). Taken together, these genetic studies revealed

that ELF3 is critical for clock function and light input to the clock,

but the arrhythmic nature of published elf3 alleles has precluded

an understanding of the processes that connect the two.

In diurnal organisms such as Arabidopsis, light input to the

circadian clock follows Aschoff’s Rule: Increasing light intensities

result in a shortening of the free-running period (Aschoff, 1979;

Millar et al., 1995b). Light input to the clock is under the action of

phyAandphyB (Devlin andKay, 2000), andmany responses to red

light are mediated by phyB (Anderson et al., 1997). Notably, phyB

mutants display a long circadian period predominantly under

continuous red (Rc) light; similarly, phyA displays long period

under Rc and constant blue (Bc) light (Somers et al., 1998). A

connection of phyB-mediated light signaling to ELF3 was estab-

lished by phyB-ELF3 protein–protein interaction, which may pro-

vide a mechanism for ELF3-mediated gating of light to the

oscillator (Liu et al., 2001). By contrast, in the light-mediated

inhibition of hypocotyl growth, elf3 and phyB mutations have

additive defects, indicating that ELF3 and phyB genes can act

partly independently for growthcontrol (Reed et al., 2000). The role

of phytochrome action relative to ELF3 has thus remained elusive.

ELF3 contributes to the timing of photoperiodic development.

The elf3mutant has an early and photoperiod-insensitive flower-

ing time, and it has been concluded that ELF3 is upstream of GI

and CONSTANS (CO) in the photoperiod pathway and that this

genetic function includes a negative regulation of the flowering

activator CO (Zagotta et al., 1996; Suárez-López et al., 2001). In

addition, ELF3 is involved in regulation of GI stability via the

ubiquitination pathway (Yu et al., 2008). Furthermore, it was

suggested that ELF3 has a broad role in flowering time regulation

based on the observation that elf3 early flowering can be inde-

pendent of CO (Kim et al., 2005). Furthermore, under diurnal

growth conditions, elf3 fails to suppress hypocotyl elongation

growth around dusk, and this phenotype is not as pronounced

under LL conditions (Dowson-Day and Millar, 1999; Nozue et al.,

2007). Taken together, the loss of ELF3 function results in

multiple photoperiodic phenotypes of development.

ELF3 is an evening-expressed gene that encodes a nuclear-

localized protein (Liu et al., 2001). It has no sequence similarity to

proteins of known function. The Arabidopsis genome contains a

single ELF3 paralog, ESSENCE OF ELF3 CONSENSUS (EEC),

which has no reported role in the circadian clock (Hall et al.,

2003). Putative orthologs ofELF3 have been isolated fromplants,

and four conserved domains have been proposed. However, the

information from the protein sequence phylogeny has not been

connected to ELF3 function (Liu et al., 2001). Different domains of

the ELF3 protein mediate physical interaction with phyB, COP1,

and GI (Liu et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2008). Additionally, general

amino acid features throughout the ELF3 protein suggest its

involvement in transcriptional regulation (Hicks et al., 2001).

These observations indicate that ELF3 is a multifunctional pro-

tein. From studies in rice (Oryza sativa), it was found that ELF3-

related genes are not necessarily clock regulated, and this was

interpreted as meaning that ELF3 function is not fully conserved

(Murakami et al., 2007). Collectively, much remains to be learned

about ELF3 structure as it relates to function.

In this article, we explore the ELF3-encoded sequence as

related to light input to the circadian clock. This started with the

isolation of a new elf3 allele (elf3-12) from a forward genetic

screen. The defined phenotype of elf3-12 is distinct from previ-

ously characterized elf3 alleles, and the site of the mutation thus

delineates a functional domain. We used elf3-12 to characterize

the action of ELF3 within the circadian system and on develop-

mental processes. We found that the expression of a subset of

clock components is affected in elf3-12. Additionally, elf3-12

displayed a light-dependent short circadian period. Elucidating

the role of light input in this elf3 allele, the overexpression of

photoreceptors PHYA and PHYB was found to enhance the

shortening effect of elf3-12 on light-dependent phenotypes.

Moreover, we found that the elf3-12 circadian clock was im-

paired both in regulating light-induced gene expression and in

resetting of the oscillator. We conclude that elf3-12 is attenuated

in its capacity for repressive light input signaling to the clock

while maintaining its capacity to sustain oscillator function.

RESULTS

The elf3-12Mutation Demarks a Functional Domain of ELF3

From a forward genetic screen of seedlings with altered CAB2:

LUCIFERASE (LUC; 2CA/C) rhythms in DD (Kevei et al., 2006),

A Hypomorphic Allele of elf3 3231



one mutant was isolated, originally termed G12. The acrophase

of the luminescence peak in this mutant was ;3 h early com-

pared with the wild-type C24 (Figure 1A). Positional mapping of

the G12 mutation revealed tight genetic linkage to the ELF3

locus. Sequencing of ELF3 in G12 revealed a GGT-to-GAT

transition mutation encoding the G326D change. The G12 mu-

tant was thus named elf3-12. Interestingly, the affected Gly

residue (Gly-326) was fully conserved among ELF3 sequences

from a variety of plants (Figure 1B; see Supplemental Figure

1 online). The alignments of the middle part of ELF3 shown in

Figure 1B and Supplemental Figure 1 online correspond to Block

II, as defined by Liu et al. (2001). By our identification of the elf3-

12mutant, we thus propose Block II to be functionally important.

To determine the properties of the circadian clock in elf3-12,

we analyzed the free-running rhythm of elf3-12 under LL condi-

tions. Seedlings harboring the CAB2:LUC+ reporter were en-

trained for 1 week under 12L:12D cycles and then transferred to

Rc. Compared with the wild type, elf3-12 displayed an ;2-h

shorter circadian period (Figures 1C and 1D; see Supplemental

Table 1 online) in agreementwith the early phasewe observed for

this reporter in DD (Figure 1A). Interestingly, the elf3-12 rhythm

was robustly rhythmic, as it displayed low relative amplitude of

error (RAE) values (Figure 1D), which defines the successful

capacity of the FFT-NLLS curve fitting to assign a trigonometric

function to the data, and this is thus an estimate of overt

rhythmicity. The robust rhythms (low RAE values) of elf3-12

was in sharp contrast with the arrhythmic phenotypes (high RAE

values; Figure 1D) of elf3-1 (null) and elf3-7 (strong hypomorph).

To confirm that the elf3-12 short-period phenotype was

caused by the missense mutation within the ELF3 locus, we

generated trans-heterozygous elf3 plants from elf3-1 crossed

with elf3-12. The F1 plants from the elf3-1 3 elf3-12 cross

displayed the same short period under LL of CAB2:LUC+ ex-

pression as homozygous elf3-12 (Figures 1E and 1F; see Sup-

plemental Table 1 online). Additionally, we found that the elf3-12

mutation was recessive, as the control F1 cross of elf3-12 to the

wild type resulted in a free-running periodicity similar to the wild

type crossed to itself (the progeny that would contain two fully

functional ELF3 alleles).

ELF3 has been proposed to repress circadian function (Thines

and Harmon, 2010); thus, a reduction of ELF3 transcript levels in

a reduced-function, hypomorphic allele could plausibly explain a

short-period phenotype. We sought to exclude the possibility

that the phenotypes in elf3-12 could be explained by a simple

reduction of expression level. For this, we first measured ELF3

transcript accumulation and then assessed the capacity of the

ELF3-12 transcript to generate protein. ELF3 transcript accu-

mulation in elf3-12 and thewild typewasmeasured under diurnal

light-dark (LD) cycles, LL, and in DD. In all cases, we found that

the mean ELF3-12 transcript levels were elevated relative to the

wild type (Figures 2A to 2C). This elevation does not explain the

short-period phenotype seen in elf3-12, as ELF3 elevation leads

to a deceleration of clock periodicity (Covington et al., 2001). We

therefore examined the capacity of ELF3-12 to generate cellular-

accumulated protein, as assessed by an imaging assay. For that,

ELF3-YFP and ELF3-12-YFP fusions were generated under the

control of the native ELF3 promoter, and these constructs were

used for expression in tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana). Leaf

material was imaged at dusk, the time of maximal ELF3 accu-

mulation (Liu et al., 2001). We found that both ELF3-YFP and

ELF3-12-YFP accumulated in the nuclei (Figures 2D and 2F,

respectively). Additionally, fluorescence signal was found in the

cytoplasm for both fusion proteins (Figures 2D and 2F, respec-

tively). Interestingly, this cytoplasmic-nuclear distribution was

different for ELF3-12-YFP. Notably, the ELF3-12-YFP nuclear

pool was decreased, and its cytoplasmic pool was increased

(Figures 2E and 2G). Taken together, it was the cellular distribu-

tion of ELF3 protein, and not its levels, that correlated to the elf3-

12 phenotype.

As ELF3 interacts with phyB (Liu et al., 2001), we then tested if

this interaction could be affected in ELF3-12. We found that the

elf3-12 point mutation had no effect on the phyB-ELF3 interac-

tion in a yeast two-hybrid assay (see Supplemental Figure 2

online). As the location of the elf3-12 mutation is outside of the

phytochrome-interacting region (Liu et al., 2001), this result was

expected. We concluded that both ELF3 transcript regulation and

ELF3 nuclear accumulation are altered in elf3-12 in a way consis-

tent with the ELF3-12 protein maintaining circadian activity.

The elf3-12Mutant Displays Wild-Type Gross Morphology

The circadian clock is key in the control of photoperiodic signal-

ing, such as in the timing of the floral transition, an output

pathway of the circadian system (de Montaigu et al., 2010). As

elf3 loss-of-function leads to photoperiod-independent early

flowering (Zagotta et al., 1996), we examined the flowering

time of elf3-12 by determining the number of rosette leaves at

the time of bolting and cauline leaves on the main inflorescence.

Under both short- (ShD) and long-day (LgD) conditions, we found

that the flowering time of elf3-12 was similar to that of the wild

type and not as strikingly early as is seen in the null allele elf3-

1 (Figures 3A and 3B; see Supplemental Figure 3A and Supple-

mental Table 1 online). Under LgD conditions, elf3-12 plants

flowered marginally later than the wild type, and an analysis of

the ratio of days to bolting and days to anthesis excluded the

possibility that this is caused by a plastochron effect (see

Supplemental Figure 3B online). The elf3-12 mutant is thus not

early flowering. Taken together, the elf3-12 allele encodes a

protein that remains functional for normal flowering-time control.

Hypocotyl elongation growth is a developmental process that

is diurnally regulated (Nozue et al., 2007). In the absence of ELF3

function, hypocotyls are elongated under Rc and also under

diurnal conditions (Zagotta et al., 1996; Reed et al., 2000). Similar

to the lack of a dramatic flowering-time phenotype (above), we

observed a hypocotyl length for elf3-12 under ShD that resem-

bled that of thewild type (Figure 3C). Under Rc, elf3-12 displayed

a marginally elongated hypocotyl (;0.1 cm longer than the wild

type; P < 0.001), whereas elf3-1 and elf3-7 displayed long

hypocotyls (;0.2 to 0.8 cm longer; Figure 3C; see Supplemental

Table 1 online), consistent with the literature (Reed et al., 2000). In

DD, all elf3 alleles tested were similar to the wild type (Figure 3C;

see Supplemental Table 1 online) (Liu et al., 2001). Additionally,

we measured the hypocotyls of these elf3 alleles grown under

Rc, while applying entraining temperature cycles to set circadian

phase (see Supplemental Figure 4B online). We found that

only elf3-1 displayed a long hypocotyl under this regime. Taken
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Figure 1. The elf3-12 Point Mutation Causes a Short Period Length under Light.

Seedlings harboring LUC were entrained in 12L:12D and transferred to constant conditions at ZT0. Error bars represent SE. Time refers to time under

constant conditions.

(A) Free-running profile of CAB2:LUC (2CA/C) expression in elf3-12 and the wild type in DD. This was the phenotype that led to isolation of the elf3-12

mutation. The phase advance in elf3-12 (;3.5 h in sidereal time) is indicated. c.p.s., counts per second.

(B) Alignment of Block II in ELF3-like sequences. The residues are shaded according to the degree of conservation. The arrow indicates the position of

Arabidopsis G326. The DNA mutation in elf3-12 leads to an MboI site as indicated. Ah, Arachis hypogaea; Af, Aquilegia formosa; At, Arabidopsis; Ee,

Euphorbia esula; Gh, Gossypium hirsutum; Lg, Lemna gibba; Lp, L. paucicostata; Mc, Mesembryanthemum chrystallinum; Os, rice; Pp, Physcomitrella

patens; Ta, Triticum aestivum.

(C) Free-running profile of CAB2:LUC expression in elf3-1, elf3-7, elf3-12, and the wild type under Rc.

(D) Period estimates of rhythms shown in (C). See also Supplemental Table 1 online.

(E) Allelic strength of elf3-12 CAB2:LUC crossed to elf3-1 (F1). Free-running profiles under LL.

(F) Period versus RAE estimates of rhythms shown in (E). See also Supplemental Table 1 online.
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together, we observed that elf3-12 lacked the null phenotype for

major developmental responses.

PHYTOCHROME INTERACTING FACTOR4 (PIF4) and PIF5

are circadian-controlled transcription factors important for

phase-specific hypocotyl elongation at the end of the night

(Nozue et al., 2007). To investigate further the subtle hypocotyl

phenotype of elf3-12, we assayed the expression of PIF4 and

PIF5 under Rc and ShD (see Supplemental Figure 4A online).

Under Rc, we found no detectable PIF4 and PIF5 expression

differences between elf3-12 and the wild type. In stark contrast,

as expected, the expression levels of these genes were higher in

elf3-1 and elf3-7. We observed similar expression differences for

the elf3 genotypes under ShD, where elf3-12 displayed merely a

tendency toward an elevated PIF4 level at the end of the night,

and elf3-1 and elf3-7 had markedly elevated PIF4 and PIF5

expression throughout the night period (seeSupplemental Figure

4A online). Thus, the ELF3-12 protein clearly contains capacity to

repress PIF4 and PIF5 transcript accumulation.

Changes in the Clock Network in elf3-12

Altered expression levels of the oscillator genes CCA1 and LHY

accompany elf3 loss of function (Schaffer et al., 1998; Kikis et al.,

2005). Unlike elf3-1 and elf3-7 alleles, circadian oscillations per-

sisted in elf3-12; thus, this allele allowed us to determine the

placement of ELF3 within the clock network. For this, we assayed

transcript accumulation of different oscillator genes during a 24-h

window. Under diurnal conditions, the phase of clock gene ex-

pression in elf3-12 was similar to the wild type (see Supplemental

Figure 5 online). We note that elf3-12 had small alterations in

amplitude, such as slightly reduced peaks for CCA1 and LHY (see

Supplemental Figures5Cand5Donline), anda subtle derepression

of TOC1 and LUX levels in the night (see Supplemental Figures 5E

and 5F online). These mild phenotypes were in stark contrast with

the strong reduction of CCA1 and LHY expression in elf3-1 and

elf3-7. In addition,elf3-1displayedderepressedand low-amplitude

levels of PRR9 and PRR7 (see Supplemental Figures 5A and 5B

online), whereas the amplitude of TOC1 was increased and the

profilesofGIandLUXwerecausedby thechangesof light anddark

and are termeddiurnally driven rhythms (see Supplemental Figures

5E to 5G online). The high levels ofPRR9 andPRR7were indicated

in earlier reports (Thines and Harmon, 2010), and the evening gene

phenotypes of elf3-1 were in accordance with earlier studies

(Fowler et al., 1999; Alabadı́ et al., 2001).

As elf3-12 displayed a new elf3 circadian phenotype (short

period, not arrhythmic; Figure 1C), we characterized its transcript

profile of clock genes under both LL and in DD. In agreement with

the short period of the elf3-12 LUC rhythms,we found that all gene

expressions assayed under LL displayed an early phase (Figure 4).

This was in contrast with arrhythmic elf3-1 and elf3-7, which had

constant low levels of CCA1 and LHY (Figures 4C and 4D), high

levels ofmorning loopgenesPRR9 andPRR7 (Figures 4A and 4B),

and high levels of evening genes TOC1, LUX, andGI (Figures 4E to

4G) (Alabadı́ et al., 2001;Kikis et al., 2005). InDD, elf3-12displayed

low CCA1 and LHY expression. For CCA1, the trough level was

similar to the wild type, whereas for LHY it was lower. The

amplitude was, if present at all, strongly reduced (Figures 4J and

4K). By contrast, the mean level of PRR9 and PRR7 expression in

elf3-12was higher than in thewild type (Figures 4Hand 4I), and the

level of PRR7 was comparable to that of elf3-1 (Figure 4I). The

expression level of PRR9 in elf3-12 was higher than in the wild

type, but stayed below the level in elf3-1 and elf3-7 (Figure 4H).

Themean levels ofGI and LUXwere only slightly higher than in the

wild type, whereas elf3-12 displayed no detectable phenotype for

TOC1 expression in DD (Figures 4L to 4N). It was striking that in

DD, elf3-12 expression rhythms were more similar to elf3 loss-of-

function rhythms than they were under LL. Collectively, it seems

that elf3-12 has a light-dependent effect on circadian period

length, which does not directly correlate with clock amplitude.

Figure 2. ELF3 Transcript and ELF3-YFP Accumulation in elf3-12.

(A) to (C) Transcript accumulation of ELF3 in elf3-12 and wild-type (WT)

Arabidopsis under LL (A), DD (B), and LD (C). Time (h) for LL and DD is

from the last lights on period. Expression levels are normalized for

PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2a subunit A3 (PP2A).

(D) and (F) Confocal microscopy images of N. benthamiana leaf epider-

mal cells expressing ELF3:ELF3-YFP (D) and ELF3:ELF3-12-YFP (F),

imaged at dusk. The images show the average projections as a 10-mm

stack. White bar indicates 150 mm.

(E) Heat map of YFP intensity from ELF3:ELF3-YFP in (D).

(G) Heat map of YFP intensity from ELF3:ELF3-12:YFP in (F). x and y

axes of both heat maps correspond to image coordinates from (D) and

(F). z axis is YFP intensity.
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The Short Circadian Period of elf3-12 Is Light Dependent

As the transcript accumulation phenotypes of elf3-12 were

distinct under LL (Figure 4), we examined the circadian period

of LUC reporter genes in elf3-12 under LL compared with in DD.

Under LL, elf3-12 LHY:LUC displayed an;2.5-h-shorter period

and amarginally reduced amplitude compared with the wild type

(Figure 5A). This phenotype was markedly different from the null

elf3-1, which effectively displayed no LHY expression (Figure 5A;

Kikis et al., 2005). Interestingly, we did not find a periodicity

phenotype for elf3-12 in DD (albeit it had an early phase; Figure

5D; see Supplemental Table 1 online). Thus, the reduced period

length of LHY:LUC in elf3-12 only under LL indicated an atten-

uated function of ELF3 under light. We next used a LUC reporter

gene fused to theCOLDANDCIRCADIANREGULATED2 (CCR2)

promoter (also known as GRP7; Schöning et al., 2007), which

displays robust circadian activity independent of light (Covington

et al., 2001). Consistent with earlier reports, we found that elf3-

1 CCR2:LUC had no detectable circadian rhythms both under LL

and in DD (Figures 5B to 5D; Reed et al., 2000; Thines and

Harmon, 2010). By contrast, the elf3-12 allele displayed a sig-

nificantly shortened circadian period of CCR2:LUC expression

under LL but not in DD (Figures 5B to 5D). Taken together, elf3-12

displayed a light-dependent short-period phenotype that was

unlike the arrhythmia of elf3-1.

Entrainment Properties in the elf3-12Oscillator

Since the elf3-12 circadian phenotype was light dependent, we

analyzed if thismutant was defective in entrainment to LD cycles.

Wild-type clocks will entrain only to every second cycle (demul-

tiply) if the zeitgeber cycle is close enough to half of the endog-

enous period length (or every fourth if one-quarter period, etc.),

whereas mutants with dysfunctional clocks will display driven

rhythms, where the LD cycle becomes dominant in rhythm

generation (Nozue et al., 2007; Thines and Harmon, 2010). We

performed a demultiplication assay of elf3-12 to test whether the

period of the oscillator was functionally shorter from the zeitge-

ber (T) cycle to significantly alter its entrainment properties. After

growth under a 12L:12D regime (T = 24) for 1 week, we trans-

ferred seedlings harboring CCR2:LUC to 6L:6D (T = 12) and

monitored luminescence for ;72 h (see Supplemental Figure 6

online). The strong elf3mutants failed tomaintain the driven 24-h

rhythms after transfer into 6L:6D (T = 12). Both elf3-1 and elf3-7

maintained their driven phase for the first one-and-a-half run of

the 12-h T-cycle, but thereafter elf3-1 became arrhythmic,

whereas elf3-7 displayed driven 6-h rhythms. By contrast, elf3-

12 displayed standard 24 h oscillations under 6L:6D, as under

12L:12D, which is similar to the wild type (see Supplemental

Figure 6 online). Thus, the elf3-12 oscillator can resist extreme

T-cycles in a manner similar to the wild type, whereas strong elf3

alleles become sensitive to the effects of this demultiplication

and display a driven rhythm dependent on the nature of the LD

cycle.

Theelf3-12MutantHasGatingandPhase-ResettingDefects

One hallmark of the elf3 loss-of-function phenotype is a defect in

clock repression of light-regulated gene expression. This phe-

notype of elf3 in so-called gating assays helped classify this

Figure 3. The elf3-12 Mutant Has Wild-Type Gross Morphology.

(A) Flowering time of 35-d-old plants of C24 wild type, elf3-1, elf3-7, and elf3-12 (from left to right) under ShD.

(B) Leaf number at time of bolting under ShD, depicted as average rosette leaf number and average cauline leaf number on the main inflorescence (n =

C24, 30; elf3-1, 22; elf3-7, 21; elf3-12, 20). Error bars correspond to SD. WT, wild type.

(C) Hypocotyl length of 7-d-old seedlings in DD and under ShD and Rc, respectively. Average hypocotyl length (6SD; cm). Mean values that are

significantly different from the wild type according to the t test are indicated by *, **, or *** for P values < 0.05, 0.01, or 0.001, respectively. See also

Supplemental Table 1 online.

[See online article for color version of this figure.]
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mutant as defective in light input to the clock (McWatters et al.,

2000). To characterize elf3-12with respect to circadian control of

light input to the oscillator, we performed a gating experiment.

We monitored the acute induction of CAB2:LUC expression in

dark-adapted seedlings following 5-min light pulses every 3 h of

the circadian cycle. As previously reported, the elf3-1 mutant

displayed increased acute responses to light during the subjec-

tive night (see Supplemental Figure 7 online; McWatters et al.,

2000). By contrast, elf3-12 displayed a gating defect in the late

subjective night, ;ZT18 to 24 (Figure 6A). We noted that the

early peak time (phase) of elf3-12 in DDwas;ZT26, whereas the

wild-type peak was at;ZT30, which was;3 h later. This phase

of elf3-12 at;ZT26 was later than the observed increased acute

responses following the light pulses, at ;ZT18 to 24. We

therefore consider that the gating defect in elf3-12 does not

readily follow its short-period phenotype. Thus, compared with

Figure 4. The Transcript Accumulation Pattern of Clock Genes in Various elf3 Alleles.

Transcript profiling of clock gene expression in elf3-1, elf3-7, elf3-12, and the wild type (WT ) under LL and in DD. Time (h) is from the last lights on period.

All gene expressions represent the mean of expression of three replicates of the same biological sample and are normalized for PROTEIN

PHOSPHATASE 2a subunit A3 (PP2A). Error bars represent SD of the technical replicates. LL: (A) PRR9, (B) PRR7, (C) CCA1, (D) LHY, (E) TOC1, (F)

LUX, and (G) GI. DD: (H) PRR9, (I) PRR7, (J) CCA1, (K) LHY, (L) TOC1, (M) LUX, and (N) GI.
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the gating pattern in the wild type, elf3-12 responded with

increasing acute responses during those late hours (;2- to 3-

fold higher than thewild-type response) (Figure 6A). Thus, elf3-12

has an unclosed gate only during late night.

Thephase responsecurve (PRC) is ameasureof theclock’s time-

dependent sensitivity to resetting cues (zeitgebers; Pittendrigh,

1981). The degree of clock resetting was reported to be inversely

correlated with the level of ELF3 expression, suggesting that

ELF3 might be a buffering mechanism to limit phase resetting in

the middle of the night (Covington et al., 2001). We sought to

confirm this idea by analyzing the clock-regulated resetting

response of CCR2:LUC expression to red-light pulses in elf3-

12. We found that the clock in elf3-12 plants was hypersensitive

to the resetting cue during half of the circadian cycle (Figure 6B).

During the initial subjective evening and early night (CT12 to

CT18), light pulses delayed the phase similarly in elf3-12 and the

Figure 5. Mutant Clock Period Properties Are Light Dependent in elf3-12.

(A) Free-running profile of LHY:LUC expression in elf3-1, elf3-12, and the wild type (Wt) under LL. Note that in elf3-1 the LUC levels are arrhythmic and

>1000-fold lower than in the wild type. Error bars correspond to SE. cps, counts per second.

(B) Free-running activity of CCR2:LUC in elf3-1, elf3-12, and the wild type under LL.

(C) Free-running activity of CCR2:LUC in elf3-1, elf3-12, and the wild type in DD.

(D) Circadian period length of LHY:LUC and CCR2:LUC rhythms (as shown in [A] to [C]). Under LL, the period of elf3-12 is short, but in DD, no period

phenotype is found. Error bars correspond to SE. Error significance is as defined in Figure 3. See also Supplemental Table 1 online.

Figure 6. Both Clock Gating and Resetting Are Altered in elf3-12.

(A)Gating of acuteCAB2:LUC expression in dark-adapted seedlings of elf3-12. Connected points are control seedlings kept in DD. Error bars represent

SD. Time is time since last lights on (ZT).

(B) PRC of CCR2:LUC expression in elf3-12 and the wild type. Phase shift of the first acro-peak of CCR2:LUC induced by hour-long red light pulses

plotted against the circadian time (CT) at which pulses were applied. Phase advances are plotted as positive values and delays as negative values. Error

bars represent the pooled SE of phase values for pulsed and nonpulsed populations.
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wild type. By contrast, elf3-12 had increased phase advances

(up to 4 h) during the late subjective night and the following early

subjective day (CT18 to CT27). Thus, from the shape of this PRC,

we conclude that elf3-12 can reset its oscillator, but it is hyper-

sensitive to phase advancement.

The Effect of elf3-12 on PHYA Signaling

The photoreceptors phyA andphyBplay amajor role in light input

signaling to the circadian clock (Anderson et al., 1997; Devlin and

Kay, 2000), and it was previously shown that ELF3 physically

interacts with phyB (Liu et al., 2001). As elf3-12 is light defective

to the clock, we sought to assess the effect of its light-dependent

short period on phy-mediated signaling to the circadian system.

For this, we chose established PHY overexpression lines (PHYA-

ox andPHYB-ox), available in theC24 ecotype (Boylan andQuail,

1991; Wagner et al., 1991; Anderson et al., 1997). The use of

PHY-ox lines in part reduces complexities from partial redun-

dancy of phy loss-of-functionmutants.We integrated each of the

PHY-ox transgenes into elf3-12 harboring different LUC re-

porters. Subsequently, we performed assays under free-running

conditions under different light regimes: Rc, constant far-red

(FRc), and in DD. We note here that the overt rhythmicity in elf3-

12 allowed the evaluation of ELF3 function in PHYA and PHYB

signaling. This benefit is noted as previous analyses were ham-

pered by the complete elf3-1 arrhythmicity (and even the partial

elf3-7 arrhythmicity) that masked the circadian effects of PHYA-

ox and PHYB-ox under Rc and in DD (see Supplemental Figures

8 to 11 online).

The PHYA-ox line was reported to generate a short circadian

period (Anderson et al., 1997). We tested the effect of the elf3-12

mutation on PHYA-ox signaling to the clock using the LHY:LUC

reporter (Figure 7; and Supplemental Figure 8 online). As ex-

pected, we found a short-period phenotype for PHYA-ox under

all light regimes tested. Similarly, we found short-period pheno-

types for elf3-12 under all light regimes, and these did not

significantly differ from the PHYA-ox period (see Supplemental

Table 2 online). Interestingly, under Rc, we found the period of

the elf3-12 PHYA-ox double mutant to be;2 h shorter than both

elf3-12 and PHYA-ox (Figure 7B; see Supplemental Table 2

online), indicating an additive effect of elf3-12 on circadian

period. In DD, we did not detect an effect of elf3-12 on PHYA-

ox period length (Figure 7A; see Supplemental Table 2 online). In

addition, when we determined the circadian phase, we found

that elf3-12 PHYA-ox and elf3-12 had the same phase under Rc

but not in DD (Figures 8D and 8B, respectively; see Supplemental

Table 2 online). This suggested that elf3-12 was epistatic for

phase to PHYA-ox, but only in the presence of light. Both under

light and in DD, elf3-12 reduced the circadian amplitude seen in

PHYA-ox by ;50% under Rc, and this was even more pro-

nounced in DD (see Supplemental Figure 8 online). Taken to-

gether, elf3-12 shortened circadian periodicity and delayed

circadian phase of PHYA-ox in a light-dependent manner.

The Effect of elf3-12 on PHYB Signaling

We next analyzed the effect of the elf3-12 mutation with relation

to phyB signaling to the circadian clock, which wasmotivated by

the known physical association of ELF3 with phyB (Liu et al.,

2001). It was previously shown that PHYB-ox had a dose-

dependent reduced period length and early phase under free-

running conditions (Anderson et al., 1997; Somers et al., 1998;

Hall et al., 2002). Similar to PHYA-ox, we found that PHYB-ox

LHY:LUC displayed high amplitude and short-period rhythms

under Rc and in DD (Figure 7; see Supplemental Figure 9 and

Supplemental Table 3 online). The phase of PHYB-oxwas;2 to

3 h advanced compared with the wild type under Rc, whereas

PHYB-ox displayed no phase phenotype in DD (Figure 8; see

Supplemental Table 3 online). Analysis of the elf3-12mutation in

the PHYB-ox background revealed an additive period-shorten-

ing effect of elf3-12 on PHYB-ox under Rc (;1 h, Figure 7E; see

Supplemental Table 3 online) and under a combination of blue

and red light (;1.5 h; see Supplemental Table 3 online). This

additive effect was not observed in DD (Figure 7D; see

Figure 7. phyA and phyB Effects on Period in the Context of the elf3-12

Allele.

Period estimates of LHY:LUC expression in elf3-12, PHYA-ox, elf3-12

PHYA-ox, and the wild type in DD (A) and under Rc (B) and FRc (C) and in

elf3-12, PHYB-ox, elf3-12 PHYB-ox, and the wild type in DD (D) and

under Rc (E) and FRc (F). Error bars indicate SD; n = 24. Statistical

assessment of these data can be found in Supplemental Tables 2 and 3

online. Error significance is as defined in Figure 3.
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Supplemental Table 3 online). Moreover, we found that circadian

phase in elf3-12 PHYB-ox was similar to that of PHYB-ox and

significantly different, by 1 to 3 h, from elf3-12 under all light

regimes tested and in DD (Figure 8; see Supplemental Table 3

online). This was in contrast with the effects of elf3-12 on PHYA-

ox, where the phase was found to be similar to the elf3-12 phase

under Rc (Figure 8B). Thus, PHYB-ox appears to suppress the

effect of elf3-12 on circadian phase. Additionally, elf3-12 re-

duced the amplitude of PHYB-ox;50% under Rc and Bc and in

DD (see Supplemental Figure 9 online). We conclude that for

phyB-mediated signaling to the circadian clock, the elf3-12

mutation shortens the circadian period under Rc and reduces

the amplitude but has no effect on circadian phase.

ELF3 Signaling under FRc

The effect of FRc input to the circadian clock is not well un-

derstood. However, recent findings indicated a role for phyA in

controlling clock-regulated gene expression under FRc (Wenden

et al., 2011). Accordingly, we sought to investigate the role of

ELF3 in FR-mediated input to the clock. First, we analyzed elf3-1

and elf3-7 for circadian rhythms under FRc. Since LHY:LUC

dampened rapidly for the wild type under FRc (see Supplemental

Figure 8C online), we used instead the robust output reporter

CCR2:LUC to assess the effect of various elf3 mutations on

circadian periodicity under FRc.

Surprisingly, we found circadian rhythmicity for both elf3-1 and

elf3-7 under FRc. A clear amplitude persisted for at least two

circadian cycles, and we scored ;40% of individual lines as

rhythmic (see Supplemental Figures 10 and 11 and Supplemen-

tal Tables 4 and 5 online). We note that this elf3 precision

phenotype was different from rhythms in DD, where elf3-7

rhythms had a higher precision than elf3-1 (;60 and ;30% of

rhythmic plants, respectively; see Supplemental Tables 4 and 5

online). Thus, functional elements of circadian activity could be

detected in strong elf3 alleles under FRc.

Figure 8. The Effects of phyA and phyB on Phase in the Context of the elf3-12 Allele.

Averages of circadian phase estimates of LHY:LUC expression in elf3-12, PHYA-ox, elf3-12 PHYA-ox, and the wild type in DD (A) and under Rc (B) and

FRc (C) and in elf3-12, PHYB-ox, elf3-12 PHYB-ox, and the wild type in DD (D) and under Rc (E) and FRc (F). The gray arrow denotes the change of

phase. Statistical assessment of these data can be found in Supplemental Tables 2 and 3 online.
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As phyA is the main far-red photoreceptor (Dehesh et al.,

1993), we tested genetic interactions of PHYA-ox to elf3 under

FRc. We found that elf3-1 PHYA-ox rhythms were more precise

under FRc than in DD (;60 and ;40% of rhythmic plants,

respectively; see Supplemental Table 4 and Supplemental Fig-

ure 10 online). Interestingly, the elf3-7 PHYA-ox double mutant

was overtly rhythmic both under FRc and in DD (;90% rhythmic

plants; see Supplemental Figures 10B and 10D and Supplemen-

tal Table 5 online). To determine further the role of ELF3 under

FRc, we next analyzed elf3-12 LHY:LUC under FRc. Surprisingly,

we found robust, low-amplitude rhythms for elf3-12 LHY:LUC

expression under FRc, which for the wild type dampened rapidly

(see Supplemental Figure 8 and Supplemental Table 2 online).

Similar to the phenotype of elf3-12 under Rc (Figure 7), we found

a period-shortening effect of elf3-12 on PHYA-ox LHY:LUC

under FRc (Figure 7C). However, the circadian phase of elf3-12

PHYA-ox was delayed ;2 h when compared with elf3-12 (note

that under Rc elf3-12 was epistatic to PHYA-ox; Figure 8D; see

Supplemental Table 2 online). We found that PHYB-ox LHY:LUC

was not rhythmic under FRc. However, elf3-12 PHYB-ox was

rhythmic but with reduced amplitude compared with elf3-12 (see

Supplemental Figure 9 online). Collectively, the detected rhyth-

micity in elf3-1, and especially elf3-7, under FRc indicates that

ELF3 has a more limited role in controlling FRc signaling to the

oscillator than under other wavelengths. Under FRc, elf3-12 and

PHYA-ox also have an additive effect on period shortening.

During circadian phase setting under FRc, elf3-12 and PHYA-ox

displayed a synergistic interaction.

DISCUSSION

The elf3-12 Site Demarcates a Domain Controlling

Circadian Period

ELF3 functionwas shown to be crucial for generation of circadian

rhythms and the perception of light and temperature zeitgebers,

as the loss of ELF3 led to clock arrest under free-running

conditions, seen as arrhythmicity of all outputs (Fowler et al.,

1999; Alabadı́ et al., 2001; Covington et al., 2001; Hicks et al.,

2001; Kikis et al., 2005; Nozue et al., 2007; Thines and Harmon,

2010). However, residual clock function could be detected in

elf3-7, which presumably generates a limited pool of ELF3

protein (McWatters et al., 2000; Reed et al., 2000; Hicks et al.,

2001). In this study, we identified elf3-12 as a new elf3 allele with

a light-dependent short-period phenotype. The elf3-12 defect

was distinct from known mutants elf3-1 (null) and elf3-7 (strong

hypomorph), as robust rhythms were clearly detectable (Figure

1). The site of the elf3-12mutation implies that Block II modulates

ELF3 circadian function (Figure 1B).

Theelf3-12MutantRetainsELF3OutputFunctiononGrowth

The determination ofELF3’s role in clock output pathways, such as

flowering time and hypocotyl elongation growth, has been com-

plicated due to crosstalk with other signaling pathways, such as

light, hormone, and temperature signaling (Covington et al., 2001;

Kim et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2008; Strasser et al., 2009; Yoshida et al.,

2009). The elf3-12 allele was used to resolve this issue. We found

that there was essentially no phenotypic effect of the elf3-12

mutation on flowering time (Figures 3A and 3B). ELF3 has previ-

ously been shown to interact physically with GI in the nucleus to

regulate GI protein stability, and ELF3 presence thus shapes theGI

accumulation pattern (Yu et al., 2008). Furthermore, in a yeast two-

hybrid assay, the N-terminal half of ELF3 (residues 1 to 440),

including the Gly-326 that is mutated in elf3-12, could interact with

GI protein (Yu et al., 2008). As elf3-12 lacks a flowering-time defect

(Figures 3A and 3B), and as GI is downstream of ELF3 in the

flowering-time network (Yu et al., 2008), it is plausible that the

encoded ELF3-12 protein is capable of fulfilling its upstream role in

GI-mediated signaling. Regarding early seedling development, we

detected only a mild hypocotyl phenotype in elf3-12 under Rc

(Figure 3C). It was reported that elf3 mutants fail to suppress

hypocotyl elongation growth around dusk under diurnal cycles, a

phenotype that is less pronounced under LL (Dowson-Day and

Millar, 1999; Nozue et al., 2007). Additionally, it was recently found

that temperature cycles fail to entrain elf3-1 mutants (Thines and

Harmon, 2010), whereas elf3-7 mutants still have sufficient ELF3

protein to entrain to temperature cycles (McWatters et al., 2000). In

agreementwith these reports, and considering the light-dependent

circadian phenotypes of elf3-12 (this study), the hypocotyl pheno-

type of elf3-12 (and also elf3-7) more resembled thewild typewhen

the Rc regime was supplemented with temperature cycles (see

Supplemental Figure 4B online).

The absence of strong developmental defects in elf3-12 im-

plied that the early flowering and long hypocotyl phenotype of

elf3-1 was due to ablated circadian function (Dowson-Day and

Millar, 1999; McWatters et al., 2000; Reed et al., 2000; Nozue

et al., 2007) and not only to defects in light input to the oscillator.

Multiple light perception pathways lead to the circadian oscilla-

tor, as evidenced by genetic enhancement of elf3-1 by the time

for coffee (tic) mutant, which is compromised for light input at

dawn (Hall et al., 2003; Ding et al., 2007b). As ELF3 is a night-

acting factor, how dawn signals enter the oscillator in a TIC-

dependent manner remains to be resolved.

ELF3 as aRepressor ofPRR9 andPRR7 in theMorning Loop

of the Circadian Clock

The zeitgeber cycle can drive a rhythm in many clock mutants

and therefore mask an underlying clock oscillation (McWatters

et al., 2000; Yamashino et al., 2008). The elf3-1 loss-of-function

mutant under free-running conditions has been shown to display

major defects in the expression of the central oscillator genes

CCA1, LHY, TOC1, and GI (Schaffer et al., 1998; Fowler et al.,

1999; Alabadı́ et al., 2001; Kikis et al., 2005). Our analyses with

the hypomorphic elf3-12 allele revealed an early phase for all

clock transcripts examined (Figures 2 and 4), in agreement with

its short period under LL (Figures 1 and 5). We note here that

ELF3 is autoregulatory, as the elf3-12mutant displayed elevated

ELF3 transcript levels (Figures 2A to 2C). This implies that ELF3

represses its own transcription, a process that could be indirect.

For other core clock genes, the amplitude of expression was

basically unaffected in elf3-12 under LL, whereas we found that

elf3-1 and elf3-7 had constant wild-type peak levels of morning

genes PRR9 and PRR7 and also peak levels of the evening
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genes, including LUX (Figure 4). This is in agreement with earlier

reports (Fowler et al., 1999; Alabadı́ et al., 2001; Kikis et al., 2005).

The amplitude phenotype of elf3-12 relative to elf3-1 and elf3-7

was interesting. Compared with under LL, the elf3-12 amplitude

was slightly different in DD, with reduced levels of CCA1 and

LHY, essentially resembling elf3-1 and elf3-7. Recently, it was

shown that PRR9 and PRR7 work as direct repressors of CCA1

and LHY expression (Nakamichi et al., 2010; Pokhilko et al.,

2010). Therefore, the low expression levels of CCA1 and LHY in

elf3-12 in DD could be due to the higher expression levels of

PRR9 and PRR7. Recently, it was also determined that both LUX

and ELF3 bind to the PRR9 promoter (Dixon et al., 2011; Helfer

et al., 2011), but how the elevated level ofPRR9 connects to both

LUX and ELF3 activity is unclear and will need further investiga-

tion. Taking all these gene expression data into account, and the

finding that ELF3 can associate with the PRR9 promoter (Dixon

et al., 2011), we propose that ELF3 directly represses PRR9 and

PRR7 and that this leads to indirect activation of CCA1 and LHY

by ELF3 (Figure 9).

With regard to circadian-regulated LUC rhythms, we found that

elf3-12 was clearly different from elf3-1 and elf3-7. Most notably,

the clock in elf3-12was overtly rhythmic and had light-dependent

short-period rhythms for expression of both clock components

(LHY) and clock outputs (CAB2 and CCR2; Figures 1 and 5). This

mutant phenotype was opposed to the long-period phenotype of

ELF3-ox (Covington et al., 2001), supporting the hypothesis that

ELF3 is a repressor of circadian period (Covington et al., 2001;

Thines and Harmon, 2010).

Theelf3-12MutantHasGatingandPhase-ResettingDefects

Since the elf3-12 period phenotype was light dependent, we

reasoned that elf3-12 might be defective in integrating light

signals to the clock. In a frequency demultiplication assay, we

found that elf3-1 mutants failed to entrain to T-cycles shorter

than 24 h, consistent with a previous study (Thines and Harmon,

2010). By contrast, elf3-12 also demultiplied, as the wild type

(see Supplemental Figure 6 online), confirming that the oscillator

in elf3-12 is functional.

ELF3 has a crucial function in gating of light signals to the

circadian clock and is therefore important for proper clock

resetting, which mainly takes place at dawn (Millar and Kay,

1996; McWatters et al., 2000). We found that elf3-12 had only a

subtle gating phenotype, at the end of the night (Figure 6A).

Furthermore, by constructing a PRC, we found resetting defects

around the late subjective night, when phase advances in elf3-12

were enhanced, whereas most of the delays had normal ampli-

tude (Figure 6B). This phenotype was different from ELF3-ox,

which responded with reduced advances and also reduced

delays to red light resetting pulses (Covington et al., 2001). Both

gating and phase-resetting phenotypes indicate that elf3-12

hypersensitivity to red light signaling is caused by an attenuated

function of the ELF3-12 protein.

ELF3Has Limited Control of FR Input to the Circadian Clock

We found a more limited function of ELF3 in FRc signaling to the

oscillator, as an overt rhythm was detected in both elf3-1 and

elf3-7. Importantly, the elf3-7 mutation did not reduce the rhyth-

micity in the PHYA-ox background (see Supplemental Figure 10

online), indicating that the assumed residual ELF3 function in

elf3-7 was sufficient for proper PHYA-ox rhythms under FRc.

Regarding elf3-12 under FRc, elf3-12 conferred a delay in the

phase of PHYA-ox. This was different from the elf3-12 PHYA-ox

double mutant phenotype under Bc and Rc (Figures 7 and 8; see

Supplemental Figure 8 and Supplemental Table 2 online). We

interpret this observation as genetic enhancement of elf3-12 by

PHYA-ox under FRc. This is evidence of overlap between the

respective genetic pathways controlling FRc input to the clock,

as also indicated by the epistasis of elf3-12 to PHYA-ox under

other light qualities. In summary, ELF3 has a role in the clock

under FRc, but, surprisingly, a weak oscillation persists even

after genetic depletion of ELF3, supporting FR-specific roles of

additional evening loop genes (TOC1,GI, and ELF4), as sugges-

ted by Wenden et al. (2011) in a recent study.

Enhanced Repression of elf3-12 by PHY-ox

Under LL, increasing light intensities result in a shortening of the

circadian period (Aschoff’s Rule; Aschoff, 1979; Millar et al.,

1995b; Somers et al., 1998; Devlin and Kay, 2000). Light input to

the clock is dominated by the action of phyA andphyB (Anderson

et al., 1997; Somers et al., 1998; Devlin and Kay, 2000). Accord-

ingly, due to increased light input to the circadian clock, thePHY-

ox lines used in this study displayed short-period rhythms

(Wagner et al., 1991; Anderson et al., 1997; Figures 7 and 8;

see Supplemental Tables 2 and 3 online). On the contrary, ELF3-

ox was found to lead to long period under LL (Bc and Rc;

Covington et al., 2001). Hence, the phys and ELF3 have opposite

Figure 9. Model for ELF3 Action in the Circadian Clock.

ELF3 is a repressor of circadian period by repressing PRR9 and PRR7

expression. ELF3 indirectly promotes the expression of LHY and CCA1

through this repression of PRR9 and PRR7. Under ambient light, phy-

mediated input signals drive the oscillator by reducing the repressive

function of ELF3. We propose that the ELF3 central domain (Block II)

promotes ELF3 action by increasing its nuclear pool (nuclear anchor).

Hence, the effects of phy-mediated repression and nuclear anchoring on

ELF3 are additive.
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roles in regulating circadian periodicity. Consistent with an

attenuated ELF3 function in elf3-12, we found light-dependent

short-period circadian rhythms in this allele (Figure 5). Since the

effect of PHY-ox was additive to elf3-12, thus leading to en-

hanced short period under LL (Figure 7; see Supplemental

Tables 2 and 3 online), and the binding of phyB to ELF3 was

intact in elf3-12 (see Supplemental Figure 2 online), we hypoth-

esize that the physical phyB-ELF3 interaction leads to repression

of ELF3-mediated lengthening of the period of the circadian

clock.

ELF3 has been shown to be a nuclear protein (Liu et al., 2001;

Yu et al., 2008), and it was reported that ELF3 works as a

transcriptional repressor associating to the PRR9 promoter

(Dixon et al., 2011). Hence, the decrease of the ELF3 nuclear

pool that we observed in ELF3:ELF3-12-YFP (Figures 2F and 2G)

could explain the attenuated ELF3 function (light-dependent

short periodicity; Figures 5 and 6). Therefore, we hypothesize

that the ELF3 central domain (Block II) activates ELF3 by in-

creasing its nuclear pool (Figure 9) and that elf3-12 is defective in

this activation step. Thus, we propose that in elf3-12, the lack of

activation is additive to a light-dependent increased repression

by phyB. This model could account for both the attenuated ELF3

function and the additive effect of PHY-ox on the elf3-12 period

phenotype that we only observed under LL (Figure 9).

Signaling mediated by the phys is known to modulate the

phase of the oscillator under different light qualities (Salomé

et al., 2002, 2006; Hanano et al., 2006). Our circadian analysis

revealed light-dependent epistasis of elf3-12 to PHYA-ox re-

garding the phase property of the oscillator (Figure 8; see

Supplemental Table 2 online). This was a new finding, as earlier,

using elf3-1, it was concluded that ELF3 and PHYA work in

independent genetic pathways, including developmental and

growth-related traits (Reed et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2001). By

contrast, we found that PHYB-ox suppressed elf3-12 circadian

phase both under Rc and in DD (Figure 8; see Supplemental

Table 3 online), supporting an increased repression effect of the

phyB-ELF3 interaction in the elf3-12mutant background (above).

We did not find an additive effect of PHYA-ox on the phase of

elf3-12, indicating that period and phase effects of phys on ELF3

have different mechanisms.

Taken together, our circadian characterization of the hypo-

morphic elf3-12 allele led us to delineate a functional domain

required to inhibit phy action on ELF3 in the nucleus. We found

that the elf3-12 mutant had a light-dependent short-period

phenotype, leading to an alteration in ELF3 cellular distribution,

a defect in gating of light signaling, and enhanced resetting

responses by light. Our findings are consistent with ELF3 being a

multifunctional protein that integrates light signals to the clock

and does so as a core, repressive oscillator component.

METHODS

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

The elf3-12 allele is in the Arabidopsis thalianaC24 ecotype. The mutants

and overexpression lines used in this study were as follows: elf3-1 (Hall

et al., 2003), elf3-7 (McWatters et al., 2000), elf3-12 (this study), PHYA-ox

(AOX; Boylan andQuail, 1991; Anderson et al., 1997), andPHYB-ox (BOX;

Wagner et al., 1991; Anderson et al., 1997). All lines were backcrossed an

additional three times to the C24 wild type to remove the CAB2:LUC

(2CA/C) reporter gene and homogenize the accession background.

Homozygous plants were subsequently identified in the BC3-F2 popu-

lation using specific markers (see Supplemental Table 6 online). The LUC

reporter lines used were CAB2:LUC+ (Hall et al., 2001), LHY:LUC+ (Kevei

et al., 2006), andCCR2:LUC+ (Doyle et al., 2002; Kevei et al., 2006), which

were integrated into the mutant genomes by crossing.

For LUC assays, seedswere surface sterilized andplated onMurashige

and Skoog medium (4.4 g/L, pH 5.7) containing 3% Suc. Following;3 d

of stratification at 48C, seedlings were entrained under 12L:12D cycles

(;10 mmol m22 s21) with a constant temperature of 228C. For flowering-

time measurements, plants were grown on soil containing a 3:1 mixture

of substrate and vermiculite in a growth chamber with 8 h light/16 h dark

and 228C/188C temperature cycles, as described (Domagalska et al.,

2007). Relative humidity was ;50%, and the light intensity was ;200

mmol m22 s21. The flowering time was scored at the time of bolting (i.e..

shoot 0.5 cm above rosette) as the total leaf number. For hypocotyl

assays, seedlings were grown from germination onMurashige and Skoog

medium (2.2 g/L, pH 5.7) without Suc, as described (Davis et al., 2001).

Hypocotyl length was determined for seedlings grown under ShD

(8L:16D), in DD, or Rc for 7 d (light intensity: ShD, 120 mmol m22 s21;

Rc, 15 mmol m22 s21). For expression analysis of PIF4 and PIF5 and the

respective hypocotyl measurements, seedlings were grown under Rc

with 12-h 208C/12-h 188C cycles. Seedlings were scanned and hypocotyl

elongation was measured as described (Davis et al., 2001). These

experiments were performed at least three times with similar results.

Mapping

The elf3-12 mutant was isolated and mapped from a forward genetic

screen of ethyl methanesulfonate–mutagenized populations harboring

the CAB2:LUC (2CA/C) reporter gene (Millar et al., 1995a; Kevei et al.,

2006). Rough mapping of its phase advance phenotype (Figure 1A)

revealed linkage to the ELF3 gene (At2g25930) and subsequent se-

quencing of ELF3 identified the transition mutation shown in Figure 1B.

Sequence Alignment

ELF3-like sequences were identified from sequences in the database of

plant transcript assemblies (Childs et al., 2007) at The Institute of

Genomic Research (http://blast.jcvi.org/euk-blast/plantta_blast.cgi) and

Phytozome (www.phytozome.net). Sequences were aligned with Block II

of ELF3, and its only Arabidopsis sequence relative EEC (At3g21320),

using the multiple alignment tool ClustalX (Thompson et al., 1997). The

alignment was formatted as previously described (Kolmos et al., 2008).

Expression Analysis

RNA extraction was performed on;7-d-old seedlings at the time points

indicated. Growth conditions, quantitative RT-PCR, and primer se-

quences were previously described (Kolmos et al., 2009). Additional

primers are as follows: ELF3, forward, 59-GATGCCCACCATAATGAACC-39,

and reverse, 59-TTGCTCGCGGATAAGACTTT-39; PIF4, forward, 59-GAT-

CATCTCCGACCGGTTTGCTAGATACAT-39, and reverse, 59-CGGTGGTC-

TTCGTCGGCACAGACGACGGTT-39; PIF5, forward, 59-CGGAGCAGCTC-

GCTAGGTACATGGGCAGGA-39, and reverse, 59-ACCCATATGAAGACTG-

TCGGTGGTCGCCGG-39. Primer efficiencies were determined for an an-

nealing temperature of 588C. The quantitative RT-PCR was analyzed with

the Bio-Rad software package version 2.0 according to the manufacturer’s

recommendations. Sampleswere normalized to the expression ofPROTEIN

PHOSPHATASE 2a subunit A3 (PP2A; At1g13320): forward fwd, 59-TAT-

CGGATGACGATTCTTCGTGCAG-39; reverse, 59-GCTTGGTCGACTATCG-

GAATGAGAG-39. The relative gene expression is shown as the average
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of three technical replicates,anderror bars represent SDamong the technical

replicates. The results presented are representative of at least three biolog-

ical replicates.

Expression of ELF3-YFP

The Gateway cassette of the pDESTR4R3 vector (Invitrogen) was cloned

into the binary vector pPZP211 (Hajdukiewicz et al., 1994) to obtain the

modified pPZP211R4R3 vector. The ELF3 promoter (3 kb upstream of

the 59 untranslated region), the ELF3 genomic coding region (includ-

ing 39 untranslated region), and the YFP cDNA were amplified by PCR

and cloned into the vectors pDONR221:P4-P1R, pDONR201, and

pDONR221:P2R-P3 (Invitrogen), respectively (see Supplemental Table 7

online for primer sequences). The three constructs were then recombined

into the pPZP211R4R3 by Multi-Gateway LR reaction (Invitrogen). The

final plasmid was introduced into Agrobacterium tumefaciens GV3101.

Agroinfiltration of Nicotiana benthamiana was performed as described

(Voinnet et al., 2003). After 3 d, infiltrated leaves were excised at;ZT16

and imaged using a Leica TCS SP2 AOBS confocal laser scanning

microscope. Identical microscope settings were used to image both wild-

type and ELF3-12 YFP fusion proteins. Average intensity projections of

10-mM stacks formed by 10 1-mm sections were generated using Leica

confocal software. Heat maps of the YFP intensity were generated using

the Interactive 3D Surface Plot plug-in in ImageJ (available at http://rsb.

info.nih.gov/ij). Infiltration followed by microscopy observation were

performed three times with similar results. Each time, leaf excisions

from at least two different leaves were imaged.

Yeast Two-Hybrid Experiments

ELF3 and PHYB full-length cDNAs were amplified with Pfu-Ultra II Fusion

HS (Stratagene) and recombined into the pDONR201 vector (Invitrogen)

(see Supplemental Table 8 online for primer sequences). Quikchange

mutagenesis (Stratagene) was subsequently used to introduce the anal-

ogous point mutation present in the elf3-12 allele into the pDONR201

vector containing ELF3 full-length cDNA to obtain pDONR ELF3-12 (see

Supplemental Table 8 online for primer sequences). Then, the corre-

sponding amplicons were shuttled from the pDONR201 into pDEST22

(Gal4 AD) and pDEST32 (Gal4 DB) (Invitrogen) to obtain BD-ELF3, BD-

ELF3-12, and AD-PHYB. The recombinant pDEST22 (Gal4 AD) and

pDEST32 (Gal4 DB) vectors were cotransformed into Saccharomyces

cerevisiae AH109 strain by Li-Ac Small Scale Transformation (Clontech).

Yeast two-hybrid experiments were performed using minimal synthetic

defined base (Clontech) supplemented with the appropriate amino acid

dropout (2Leu/2Trp/2His/2Ade; Clontech) to select for positive inter-

actions. For plating, a 10-fold dilution series was started from a 3-mm

colony of double-transformed yeast that was resuspended in 200 mL

sterile TE (10 mM Tris and 1 mM EDTA, pH ).

Analysis of LUC Expression Profiles

LUC expression profiles were monitored and processed as described by

Hanano et al. (2008) and Boikoglou et al. (2011). The gating experiment

was performed as described by McWatters et al. (2000). Briefly, plants

were entrained to LD 12/12, and on day 6, plants were transferred to DD.

Then, replicate samples were exposed to a 20-min white light pulse every

2 h. Acute induction of CAB2:LUC was calculated by subtracting the

luminescence of each seedling before the light pulse to that of the

luminescence after the pulse. In these experiments, 24 seedlings were

analyzed per genotype. The PRC was constructed similarly to Covington

et al. (2001), with the modification that phase was based on the first acro-

peak following the resetting pulse (below). More than 24 seedlings were

analyzed per genotype per time point. Briefly, for this PRC, plants were

grown for 7 d under white 12L:12D and then transferred to DD for one full

day before 1-h red light pulses (40 mmol m22 s21) were applied every 3 h.

The time of the first peak after each pulse was calculated for the pulsed

and nonpulsed populations. The circadian period of each population after

the pulse was calculated and used to transform phase values to circadian

phase (CT). Phase advanceswere plotted as positive andphase delays as

negative values with error bars that represent pooled SE (y axis). The time

of the pulse was corrected to circadian time (CT; x axis). The LUC assays

were performed at least twice with similar results.

Accession Numbers

Sequence data from this article can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome

Initiative or GenBank/EMBL databases under the accession numbers

defined in Supplemental Figure 1 online.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Alignment of Full-length ELF3 Sequences. 
(A) Expanded alignment of Block II in ELF3-like sequences. The residues are shaded according
to the degree of conservation. (B) Global conservation of amino-acid charge of Block II in ELF3-
like sequences, see also (A). The residues are colored according to amino-acid charge as follows:
black (non-polar), green (polar uncharged), red (negative charged) and blue (positive charged).
(C) Percentage of amino-acid identity in Block II of ELF3-like sequences. Species abbreviations
and sequence IDs: At, A. thaliana (NP_180164.1); Vv, Vitis vitifera (VvELF3, CBI20609.1;
VvELF3_2, XP_002276544); Rc, Ricinus communis (RcELF3_1, EEF46318; RcELF3_2,
EEF45821); Gm, Glycine max (GmELF3_2, 16254934; GmELF3_3, 16295069; GmELF3_4
16307090); Me, Manihot esculenta (cassava4.1_001893m); Mt, Medicago trunculata 
(MEdtr3g140450.1); Cs, Cucumis sativus (Cucsa.395270); Mc, Mesembryanthemum 
chrystallinum (AAQ73529.1); Os, Oryza sativa (OsELF3_1, BAA83571.1; OsELF3_2, 
EEE54823.1); Zm, Zea mays (ZmELF3_1, ACN34402.1; ZmELF3_2, AC233870.1); Sb,
(Sorghum bicolor, Sb03g025560.1); Ta, Triticum aestivum (ABL11477.1); Bd, Brachypodium
distachyon (Bradi2g14290.1); Pt, Populus trichocarpa (PtELF3_1, EEE93045.1; PtELF3_2,
EEE78197.1); Cp, Carica papaya (evm.TU.supercontig_78.11). Accession numbers correspond 
to GenBank or Phytozome IDs (www.phytozome.net).
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Supplemental Figure 2. Yeast Two-Hybrid Interaction Between ELF3-12 and phyB. 
(A,B) Yeast two-hybrid assay of ELF3-12 and phyB. (A) Growth of double transformant yeast on 
leucine and tryptophane (LW) double SD medium. (B) Growth of yeast on quadruple SD medium
testing activation of the HIS and ADE reporter genes following interaction between the phyB-Gal4-
BD and ELF3-Gal4-AD or ELF3-12-Gal4-AD recombinant proteins. BD, empty Gal4 BD 
construct; AD, empty Gal4 AD construct. SD synthetic dropout
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Supplemental Figure 3. Flowering Time under LgD. 
(A) Average leaf number at time of bolting under LgD. Rosette leaf number ±S.D.: elf3-1, 4.8±0.4***;
elf3-7, 12.3±2.2**; elf3-12, 17.8±1.5; wild type, 14.8±1.4. Average cauline leaf number on the main
inflorescence ±S.D.: elf3-1, 2.5±0.5***; elf3-7, 4.6±1.1*; elf3-12, 8.0±0.9***; wild type, 5.5±1.5. (B) 
Time to bolting and anthesis depicted as days after sowing (±S.D.). Days to bolting: elf3-1, 17.0
±1.4***; elf3-7, 26.5±3.6*; elf3-12, 34.3±2.4***, wild type, 28.9±3.0. Days to anthesis: elf3-1, 23.5
±1.1***; elf3-7, 32.8±3.4*; elf3-12, 41.1±2.4***, wild type, 34.3±3.4. Error significance defined in
Figure 3. 
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Supplemental Figure 4. PIF4 and PIF5 Expression and Hypocotyl Elongation under Rc 
and ShD.  
(A) Left panel: Expression of PIF4 and PIF5 in elf3-1, elf3-7, elf3-12 and wild type under Rc with
temperature cycles. Time is time after last change to day temperature. Right panel: Expression of 
PIF4 and PIF5 in elf3-1, elf3-7, elf3-12 and wild type under ShD. All gene expressions are
normalized for PP2A and are presented as average expression levels of three technical replicates.
Error bars represent S.D. of the technical replicates. (B) Hypocotyl length of elf3-1, elf3-7, elf3-12 
and wild type seedlings under Rc with temperature cycle (left panel in (A)): elf3-1, 0.71±0.1cm***;
elf3-7, 0.64±0.1cm; elf3-12, 0.63±0.1cm, wild type, 0.60±0.1cm. Error bars represent S.D. 
Statistical significance as in Figure 3.
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Supplemental Figure 5. Transcript Profiling of Clock Genes in elf3 Mutants under LD. 
Transcript profiling of clock gene expression in elf3-1, elf3-7, elf3-12, and wild type under 12L:12D cycles. All gene expressions represent the mean of expression in three replicates of the same biological sample and are normalized for PP2A. Error bars represent S.D. of the technical replicates. (A) PRR9, (B) PRR7, (C) CCA1, (D) LHY, (E) TOC1, (F) LUX, and (G) GI. 

Supplemental Figure 5. Transcript Profiling of Clock Genes in elf3 Mutants 
under LD. 
Transcript profiling of clock gene expression in elf3-1, elf3-7, elf3-12, and wild type
under 12L:12D cycles. All gene expressions represent the mean of expression in three
replicates of the same biological sample and are normalized for PP2A. Error bars 
represent S.D. of the technical replicates. (A) PRR9, (B) PRR7, (C) CCA1, (D) LHY, 
(E) TOC1, (F) LUX, and (G) GI. 
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Figure S6

Supplemental Figure 6. Frequency De-multiplication is Normal in 
elf3-12. 
Frequency de-multiplication of elf3-1, elf3-7, elf3-12, and wild type.
Entrainment of seedlings harboring CCR2:LUC under 12L:12D (T=24) and 
6L:6D (T=12). The shaded boxes indicate the duration of the LD cycles. Error 
bars represent S.E.M. of the amplitude.
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Fig. S7
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Supplemental Figure 7. Confirmation of the Gating Phenotype 
of elf3-1. 
Gating of light-induced acute CAB2:LUC expression in dark-adapted
seedlings of elf3-1. Connected points are control seedlings kept in DD. 
Error bars represent S.D. Time is time since last lights on (ZT).
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Fig. S8

Supplemental Figure 8. PHYA-ox Enhances the Short Circadian Period of elf3-12 under 
Light, but elf3-12 Controls the Phase. 
Period estimates of LHY:LUC expression in elf3-12, PHYA-ox, elf3-12 PHYA-ox and wild type in 
(A) DD; and under (B) Rc; and (C) FRc. Error bars represent R.A.E.-weighted S.D. See also
Supplemental Table 2. Statistical significance as in Figure 3.
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Fig. S9

Supplemental Figure 9. PHYB-ox Enhances the Short Circadian Period of elf3-12 
under Light, and elf3-12 Does Not Control the Phase. 
Bioluminescence estimates of LHY:LUC expression in elf3-12, PHYB-ox, elf3-12 PHYB-ox 
and wild type in (A) DD; and under (B) Rc; and CCR2:LUC expression under (C) FRc.
Error bars represent R.A.E.-weighted S.D. See also Supplemental Table 3.
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Fig. S10

Supplemental Figure 10. elf3-1 PHYA-ox and elf3-7 PHYA-ox Rhythms. 
Circadian bioluminescence profiles of CCR2:LUC expression in elf3-1, elf3-7, PHYA-ox, elf3-1 PHYA-
ox, elf3-7 PHYA-ox and wild type in (A,B) DD; and under (C,D) FRc; and (E,F) Rc. Error bars 
represent S.E.M. of the amplitude. See Supplemental Tables 4 and 5 for period and precision estimates.
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Fig.  S11

Supplemental Figure 11. elf3-1 PHYB-ox and elf3-7 PHYB-ox Rhythms. 
Circadian bioluminescence profiles of CCR2:LUC expression in elf3-1, elf3-7, PHYB-ox, elf3-1
PHYB-ox, elf3-7 PHYB-ox and wild type in (A,B) DD; and under (C,D) FRc; and (E,F) Rc. Error 
bars represent S.E.M. of the amplitude. See Supplemental Table 5 for elf3-7 period and precision
estimates.
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Supplemental Table 1. Summary of Period Estimates, Hypocotyl Length and Flowering 

Time  

Data from Figures 1, 3 and 5. Period estimates are R.A.E.-weighted means and precision is ratio 
of seedlings with R.A.E <0.5. The mean values are listed as: mean ±S.D. (N). Values that are 
significantly different from wild type according to the Student's t-test are indicated by *, **, or 
*** for P-values < 0.05, 0.01, or 0.001, respectively. 
 Experiment WT elf3-1 elf3-7 elf3-12 elf3-1 x elf3-12 
Rc (Figure 1) 
Period length 29.2±1.8h (24) 28.0±4.1h (24) 29.1±3.6h (24) 27.4±1.7h* (24) N.D. 
Precision 88% 17% 17% 92% N.D. 
Hypocotyl length 0.20±0.02cm 

(16) 
0.99±0.13cm*** 
(20) 

0.42±0.10cm*** 
(21) 

0.30±0.03cm*** 
(21) 

N.D. 

LL (Figures 1 and 5) 
CAB2:LUC period  27.5±1.8h (24) 26.1±4.7h (24) N.D. 26.2±1.2h*** (24) 26.2±1.0h*** 

(24) 
CAB2:LUC 
precision 

88% 4%  N.D. 88% 96% 

LHY:LUC period  27.0±0.2h (58)  N.D. N.D. 24.7±0.2h (61) N.D. 
CCR2:LUC period  27.6±0.3h (63) N.D. N.D. 26.2±0.4h (63) N.D. 
ShD (Figure 3) 
Rosette leaves 31.8±1.5 (30) 5.2±0.4*** (22) 32.0±5.2** (21) 34.0±1.8 (20) N.D. 
Cauline leaves 9.5±2.5 (30) 2.0±0.4*** (22) 8.3±1.4*** (21) 11.9±1.1* (20) N.D. 
Hypocotyl length 0.28±0.04cm 

(20) 
0.93±0.08cm*** 
(20) 

0.52±0.09cm*** 
(20) 

0.30±0.06cm (20) N.D. 

DD (Figures 3 and 5) 
Hypocotyl length 1.72±0.20cm 

(18) 
1.77±0.13cm (18) 1.55±0.16cm** 

(20) 
1.61±0.20cm (19) N.D. 

LHY:LUC period  27.2±0.1h (47) N.D. N.D. 27.6±0.4h (44) N.D. 
CCR2:LUC period  27.4±0.4h (55) N.D. N.D. 28.2±0.4h (56) N.D. 

 

Supplemental Table 2. Circadian Period and Phase Estimates of LHY:LUC in elf3-12 

PHYA-ox. 

Blue indicates estimates of elf3-12 and elf3-12 PHYA-ox that are not statistically different from 
each other. Red indicates estimates of elf3-12 and elf3-12 PHYA-ox that are statistically different 
from each other. Strong P-values (in relation to difference from the C24 wild-type rhythm) are 
indicated with *, <0.001; **, <0.01; *, <0.05 (Student’s t-test). 
 
LHY:LUC Darkness Blue Red Far-red 

 Period Phase Period Phase Period Phase Period Phase 
elf3-12 31.7±1.5h*** 19.2±0.6h*** 27.2±0.9h*** 23.4±1.4h** 26.5±0.6h*** 2.4±1.7h 24.7±1.1h 1.4±1.7h
PHYA-ox 28.0±0.4h*** 21.0±0.8h*** 26.1±1.3h*** 22.0±2.2h 25.1±1.2h*** 23.9±1.7h*** 24.0±0.1h 1.5±0.9h
elf3-12 
PHYA-ox 

27.7±0.3h*** 20.6±0.7h*** 24.3±1.2h*** 23.7±2.3h* 23.3±1.0h*** 2.2±1.9h 22.4±0.9h 3.7±1.6h

Wild type 29.0±0.8h 22.6±1.0h 29.3±0.7h 22.4±0.9h 28.2±0.8h 2.0±1.4h N.A. N.A. 
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Supplemental Table 3. Circadian Period and Phase Estimates of LHY:LUC in elf3-12 

PHYB-ox. 

Red indicates period estimates of elf3-12 and elf3-12 PHYB-ox that are statistically different 
from each other (Student’s t-test). Error significance is defined in Supplemental Table 2. 
 
LHY:LU
C 

Darkness Blue Red Blue plus Red Far-red 

 Period Phase Period Phase Period Phase Period Phase Period Phase 
elf3-12 29.7±2.1h 20.6±1.8

h* 
26.0±0.7h*
** 

3.3±1.9h*** 26.6±0.6h*
** 

3.7±2.2h(*) 26.2±1.4h
** 

23.9±1.7
h* 

24.8±0.6
h 

1.8±1.6
h 

PHYB-
ox 

27.7±0.7h*
** 

22.6±0.8h
* 

26.9±0.9h(*
) 

23.5±2.2h*
* 

26.6±0.8h*
* 

23.1±1.5h*
** 

27.3±1.3h 23.0±2.2
h 

N.A. N.A. 

elf3-12 
PHYB-
ox 

27.6±1.4h*
** 

21.9±1.5
h 

26.6±1.2h*
* 

22.7±2.6h*
** 

25.3±1.5h*
** 

22.2±2.6h*
** 

25.7±1.2h
* 

23.1±1.7
h 

25.4±0.9
h 

0.1±1.5
h 

Wild 
type 

29.5±0.8h 21.9±1.2h 27.5±0.9h 2.0±1.8h 28.3±0.9h 2.5±2.2h 27.0±0.7h 23.0±0.8
h 

N.A. N.A. 

 

Supplemental Table 4. Circadian Rhythmicity of CCR2:LUC in elf3-1 and PHYA-ox. 

Precision is the proportion of rhythmic plants (R.A.E. < 0.5), n=24. Error significance is defined 
in Supplemental Table 1. 
CCR2:LUC Darkness Far-red Red

Period Precision Period Precision Period Precision 
elf3-1 26.2±5.7h 0.29 29.2±4.5h 0.38 28.1±4.0h 0.17 
PHYA-ox 26.8±1.1h 1.0 24.0±0.7h*** 1.0 24.2±0.8h*** 1.0 
elf3-1 
PHYA-ox 

28.5±5.0h 0.42 25.1±5.1h* 0.58 20.6±1.4h*** 0.42 

Wild type 27.2±0.6h 1.0 28.2±1.4h 0.96 28.4±1.0h 1.0 
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Supplemental Table 5. Circadian Rhythmicity of CCR2:LUC in Various elf3-7 

Genotypes. 

Precision is the fraction of rhythmic plants (R.A.E. < 0.5), n=24. [RAE = 1 would equal a 
statistically insignificant rhythm with essentially 100% certainty] Error significance is defined in 
Supplemental Table 1. 
 
CCR2:LU
C 

Darkness Far-red Red 

Period Phase Precisio
n 

Period Phase Precisio
n 

Period Phase Precisio
n 

elf3-7 30.6±3.8h 10.2±5.2h 0.60 27.1±1.6h 12.0±1.9h 0.38h 31.3±3.4h 4.4±6.3h* 0.29 
PHYA-ox 28.0±1.1h 9.8±1.8h**

* 
0.96 24.0±0.5h**

* 
13.3±1.1h(

*) 
1.0h 24.0±1.1h**

* 
16.1±6.9h**
* 

1.0 

elf3-7 
PHYA-ox 

27.4±1.2h
* 

9.5±1.8h**
* 

0.88 24.5±1.3h**
* 

13.7±1.7h* 0.92h 25.9±2.2h* 11.3±2.0h**
* 

0.93 

Wild type 27.7±0.6h 11.7±1.5h 0.92 27.2±1.2h 12.5±1.7h 1.0h 28.4±1.0h 9.3±4.7h 1.0 

 
CCR2:LUC Darkness Far-red Red 

Period Phase Precision Period Phase Precision Period Phase Precision
elf3-7 29.7±4.3h 9.6±6.3h 0.42 28.3±2.5h 11.7±3.1h 0.48 30.1±3.7h 10.0±4.6h 0.48 
PHYB-ox 26.8±1.0h* 12.5±1.5h 0.96 28.0±2.2h 11.4±3.7h 1.0 28.3±1.1h 9.6±1.9h 1.0 
elf3-7 
PHYB-ox 

29.8±2.3h* 9.5±4.6h* 0.71 28.7±3.3h 16.7±6.0h** 0.39 29.7±2.9h 11.3±3.8h 0.46 

Wild type 27.0±0.6h 12.2±0.9h 1.0 28.3±1.5h 11.3±2.3h 1.0 29.0±1.0h 10.4±1.4h 1.0 

 

Supplemental Table 6. dCAPS Genotypic Markers. 

The size of mutant products are indicated in brackets 
Allele  Sequence Products (bp) Enzyme 
elf3-12 Fwd GATAAATGAAGAGGCAAGTGATGA 197 [99, 98] MboI 

Rev GAAAGAGCGGAGAATAAATAACCA 
elf3-1 Fwd GTGACTCTGTTTCTCATTACAATCGA 133 [111, 22] ClaI 

Rev CAGCTCGAGAAGAAACAAATACTCAT 
elf3-7 Fwd CTTTGGTTCATCCTGGACCATCTAGTCCG 144 [17, 127] HpaII 

Rev CAATTGAAACATAGATCAACCAATGTC 

 

Supplemental Table 7. ELF3-YFP Primers. 

Sequences include the Gateway extensions. 
ELF3 promoter Fwd GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGCTAAAAACCCAATAAAAACCAC 

Rev GGGGACTGCTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGCCACTCACAATTCACAACC 
ELF3 genomic region Fwd GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAATGAAGAGAGGGAAAGAT 

Rev GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTAAGGCTTAGAGGAGTCATA 
YFP Fwd GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGCTGGTATCGATAAGCTTATAATGGTG

Rev GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGCTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCC 
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Supplemental Table 8. Yeast 2-hybrid primers. 

Sequences include the Gateway extensions. 
 
ELF3 cDNA Fwd GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCGAAGGAGATAGAACCATGGGGAAAGAT 

GAGGAGAAGAT 
Rev GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTATTAAGGCTTAGAGGAGTCATAGCG 

 
phyB cDNA Fwd GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAGAAGGAGATAGAACCATGGTTTCCGGA 

GTCGGG 
Rev GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTAATATGGCATCATCAGCAT 

ELF3-12 
mutagenesis 

Fwd GATGTTGTGGGTATATTAGATCAAAAACGTTTCTGGAGAG 
Rev CTCTCCAGAAACGTTTTTGATCTAATATACCCACAACATC 
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